Maximize Margins

Increase your Workforce efficiency and maximize your asset utilization with TechLocs easy to use dynamic tracking solution.

TechLoc = The Solution

Powerful Technology

Eliminate human error and allow technology to track your Assets and Manpower

Powerful Tracking

Precise and accurate “to the minute” site arrival and departure times for Assets and Workforce

Powerful Timesavings

Produce defendable, accurate job information for your Assets and Manpower at the click of a button

CONTRACTORS KNOW WHERE ALL THEIR PEOPLE & ASSETS ARE AT ALL TIMES

THE TECHLOC TRACKING SYSTEM DETAILS THE MINUTE STAFF ARRIVES & LEAVES THE GEOFENCED JOBS SITE

THE ONLY COMPLETE ASSET & WORKFORCE TRACKING SOLUTION

USA/Canada: (1+) 877-270-3131
Australia: 1300 797 766

Marketingmike@TechLoc.com

www.Techloc.com